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CORBA is a commercial standard for distributed object computing which shows great promise in the development of distributed programs. Its interface description
language (IDL) enables objects to be developed independently of the underlying programming language, operating
system, or computer architecture on which they will execute. While this is sucient in many environments, programs deployed in a wide-area distributed system encounter
conditions which are much more hostile and varying than
those operating in a single address space or within a single local area network. In this paper we discuss four major
problems we have observed in our developing and deploying
wide-area distributed object applications and middleware.
First, most programs are developed ignoring the variable
wide area conditions. Second, when application programmers do try to handle these conditions, they have great
diculty because these harsh conditions are di erent from
thost of the local objects they are used to dealing with.
Third, IDL hides information about the tradeo s any implementation of an object must make. Fourth, there is
presently no way to systematically reuse current technology components which deal with these conditions, so code
sharing becomes impractical.
In this paper we also describe our architecture, Quality
of Service for CORBA Objects (QuO), which we have developed to overcome these limitations and integrate their
solution by providing QoS abstractions to CORBA objects.
First, it makes these conditions rst class entities and integrates knowledge of them over time, space, and source.
Second, it reduces their variance by masking. Third, it exposes key design decisions of an object's implementation
and how it will be used. Fourth, it supports reuse of various architectural components and automatically generates
others.

1. Introduction

The development and deployment of distributed programs has become increasingly commonplace. Much
of this has been made possible by the judicious use
of middleware, a layer of software above the communication substrate which o ers a consistent, higher-level
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abstraction throughout the network. One increasingly
important category of distributed applications is multimedia applications, including video on demand. Such
applications demand high-performance communication
substrates. Simultaneously, these substrates are offering new features such as quality of service (QoS)
and multicast, which these applications could exploit
[20, 31, 36, 42]. For example, QoS allows reservations with guaranteed system properties, operational attributes such as throughput and delay. However, these
QoS features are o ered at the communication substrate
level, and new middleware is needed to translate these
features to a form appropriate for the application level.
Other important kinds of distributed applications
can bene t from QoS support in middleware. For example, a signi cant new kind of distributed application is
collaborative planning [7]. These applications typically
feature widely-dispersed people collaborating using, for
example, a map as a shared workspace, a video conference, and expert systems to develop a course of action.
These applications are created out of many subcomponents which are integrated with CORBA, a commercial
middleware standard for distributed object computing
[29]. The interactions between these subcomponents
feature a much wider spectrum of usage patterns and
QoS requirements and operate in a much more hostile
and varying environment than typical multimedia applications running across a local area network (LAN),
or at most across one or two ATM switches, the worstcase environment assumed in current QoS middleware,
which is also almost without exception at the socket
level, rather than at the object level required by many
application programmers.
In the process of developing and elding many such
wide-area applications and middleware for them over
the past twenty years [1, 2, 6, 10, 13, 34, 35, 39, 37], we
have observed that these systems have great diculty
adapting to the volatile system conditions, measured
or observed manifestations of a particular system property, and to the relatively scarce resources typical in
a wide area network (WAN) environment. They also
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have diculty evolving over time to be deployed in different environments, e.g. to be developed on a LAN and
migrate to a WAN or from a xed site to mobile use.
The root cause of these problems is middleware's lack
of support for handling these environmental variables
(system properties) such as QoS.
CORBA's interface description language (IDL) is an
important base for developing distributed applications.
IDL describes the functional interface to the object,
the type signature of the operations which the object
embodies, independently of the underlying programming language, operating system, and communication
medium. Specifying only the functional interface allows distributed applications to be developed rapidly
and transparently without regard to the underlying services. CORBA thus uses the traditional model of an
interface that hides the implementation details. However, distributed applications based on CORBA's IDL
operate acceptably only as long as resources are plentiful. For example, experience has shown that current
CORBA implementations work well where objects are
either local (in the client's address space) or within the
same LAN as the client, because the system properties
of these environments are stable, well understood, and
resources are plentiful [5].
In wide-area distributed environments, however, system properties are more dynamic and hostile, and also
more likely to change from con guration to con guration. In order to eld a distributed application over a
wide-area network, the usage patterns, the QoS requirements, and the underlying resources must be dealt with.
Unfortunately, these features are precisely what is being hidden behind the functional interface described by
IDL. Thus, to make a distributed application perform
adequately and be adaptive, we need to specify more
of the details of the design decisions embodied in an
implementation of an object. Also, the implementation
must be \opened up" to give access to the system properties of the CORBA ORB and objects. This enables
an inexpensive and easy way to alter the implementation without sacri cing the software engineering gains
from object-oriented techniques.
Another aspect of the problem is that current application programmers are not normally trained to deal
with system properties such as those embodied in QoS,
because the system properties of local objects are ideal.
For example, local objects do not fail independently of a
client once they are created, for all practical purposes,
and the delay is negligible when invoking a method.
Further, because of the simple resource model, programming languages mix together the functionality of
the code and the optimization of resources. Unfortunately, the system properties of distributed objects are
far from ideal: they can fail unexpectedly, and the delay for a method invocation to return may be long and
have high variance. As a result, most invocations to
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remote objects in a typical distributed application are
bracketed with extra code to handle errors and performance conditions. This coding is very dicult to do, for
reasons we describe below, and it makes it even more
dicult for the programs to be used in a di erent environment than that for which it was originally hardcoded
for. Worse, it negates all of the value of the transparent
interface de nitions.
This paper describes key issues which must be addressed to support QoS at the CORBA object layer,
especially across wide-area and mobile environments.
These issues include synthesizing information about
system properties, reducing their variance, exposing key
design decisions which a ect the suitability of an object
for a given environment, and providing a framework to
support reuse of code dealing with system conditions to
make the handling of system properties feasible.
With these issues in mind, we have developed an
architecture, Quality of Service for CORBA Objects
(QuO), to support QoS at the CORBA layer. QuO extends the CORBA functional Interface Description Language (IDL) with a QoS Description Language (QDL).
QDL speci es an application's expected usage patterns
and QoS requirements for a connection to an object.
The QoS and usage speci cations are at the object level
(e.g., methods per second) and not at the communication level (e.g., bits per second). An application can
have many connections to the same object, each with
di erent system properties. QDL allows the object designer to specify QoS regions, which represent the status
of the QoS agreement for an object connection. The application can adapt to changing conditions by changing
its behavior based on the QoS regions of its object connections. Finally, QuO provides mechanisms for measuring and enforcing QoS agreements and for dispatching handlers when the agreements are violated. These
mechanisms can help distributed applications be more
predictable and adaptive even when end-to-end guarantees cannot be provided.
1.1 Technical Preview

Distributed applications developed using current
technologies are fragile for four major reasons. First,
they are developed ignoring system properties or, at
best, by hand coding a single set of assumptions about
system properties for one environment. Second, programmers have diculty handling WAN system properties because they are used to the system properties
of local objects. Third, there is presently a large barrier to entry for creating even a minimally adaptive
system because there is no information available about
the intended usage of the object, the QoS it can strive
to deliver, and the structure of its implementation.
Fourth, programmers cannot create strongly adaptive
systems with multiple implementations (each with dif-
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Corbus distributed object middleware [6, 35, 39, 37],
which was developed for use across WANs and has been
used to eld many such applications. Distributed applications tend to be fragile, e.g. they initially perform
poorly and unpredictably when deployed; they are hard
to move from the development environment to the eld
environment or to a di erent eld environment; and
components cannot be reused because they are tailored
to a particular environment. This fragility is present
largely because distributed applications are designed using functional interfaces, i.e. ones which ignore system
properties such as throughput, delay, and availability.
This functional interface represents signi cant progress
over the old, tedious way of moving data across a network, but it is only half of the solution. The necessary
other half is a way to describe and manage the nonfunctional aspects of a client-object interaction.
As a result of this limitation, programmers either ignore system properties altogether or handle them in an
ad hoc manner with code fragments scattered throughout the program. When they do try to deal with system
properties, programmers also have diculty handling
the system properties which distributed applications
face because they are used to programming assuming
the system properties of local objects. As a result, they
can generally ignore system properties and thus program an invocation to a remote object much like they
would one to a local object (one in the same address
space; e.g., created with the C++ new keyword). Interactions with local objects are typically programmed
implicitly assuming that they o er in nite bandwidth,
no delay, and no variance.
This systemic shortcoming has two facets. First,
the base values of the system properties of local objects are better than that of remote ones. This problem can be overcome in special cases where the programmers have a priori knowledge of the poor system
properties under which their code will have to operate
and these properties remain relatively xed. Satellite
communications is an example of an environment with
dicult system properties (low bandwidth, high delay,
and frequent failures), but one for which code can be
programmed without great diculty. Second, programmers have great diculty writing code which can operate over a wide dynamic range of system properties, i.e.,
variance. As a result, distributed applications can not
evolve well to new environments. For example, applications developed for a LAN usually perform poorly in
a satellite environment because they were not designed
to handle the poor system properties encountered there.
Conversely, the same application developed for a satellite environment would also not perform well in a LAN
because it would contain super uous specialized code
to compensate for poor system properties.
A compounding factor programmers encounter when
they try to use current technology to deal with sys4 THEORY AND PRACTICE OF OBJECT SYSTEMS|(1997)

tem properties is that the information about these system properties is available at di erent times, in di erent locations, and from di erent sources. Programmers
make commitments assuming system properties at various times ranging from design time to invocation time.
The knowledge of system properties is available at different locations in a distributed system, from the client
to the object to the communications substrate and the
resources connecting them. This knowledge of system
properties is produced by di erent participants, including the object designer, the client designer, the operations sta , and the end user of the distributed application. If these implicit commitments do not match the
actual environment in which an object is used, then the
application will perform poorly. For example, the object designer commits to an algorithm to implement a
method at object design time based on the assumed environment in which the object will operate. However,
the application may be deployed in an environment in
which another algorithm for implementing the object's
method would have been a much better choice.
A nal problem with today's technology is that there
is no way to reuse code dealing with system conditions.
Calls to a functional interface tend to get bracketed
with code to handle system properties. This code is
almost impossible to reuse, so the task of trying to handle system properties makes software development and
meeting deadlines even more dicult.
In summary, distributed applications today are not
able to adapt well to changing system properties and
resource availability when deployed, and they cannot
evolve nearly as readily or easily as is desirable. What is
needed is for middleware to support more than just the
functional interface to an object, so that system properties can be treated as rst class entities and managed
accordingly.
2.2 Overview of the QuO Solution

QuO is an architecture we have developed to solve
the above problems in four complementary ways. First,
it integrates knowledge of system properties over time,
space, and source. In order to provide a clean way of
reasoning about the system properties of the interactions between clients and objects, QuO employs the
concept of a connection between a client and object,
an encapsulation including the desired usage patterns
and QoS requirements speci ed in the form of a contract. To help simplify the combinatorial problem of
dealing with an n-dimensional QoS space in this contract, QuO supports rst-class QoS regions, which designate regions of operation for the client-object connection. With this scheme, each region may be speci ed
with a predicate involving multiple system properties,
and the client adapts in terms of the simpli ed regions
rather than the more numerous combinations of system

properties. To help the application adapt to di erent
system conditions, QuO supports multiple behaviors for
a given functional interface, each bound to the QoS region or contract for which it is best suited. QuO supports di erent commitment epochs, explicit times which
di erent information about system properties is available to be bound.
The second way QuO solves these problems is
through the reduction of variance in system properties.
QuO masks variance in system properties using layers of
delegate objects in the client's address space. Each delegate layer embodies knowledge of system properties for
one participant in the connection: the client; the object;
or the CORBA Object Request Broker (ORB), the distributed systems \plumbing" which delivers a method
invocation from a client to the remote object and the
reply back to the client [27, 29]. System properties are
encapsulated in rst class objects which we call system condition objects. QuO's system condition objects
can be used at di erent levels of granularity, which allows for their aggregation. For example, a single system
condition object which measures throughput could be
bound to a single method invocation from one client,
to any method invocation for a group of objects from
multiple clients, or something inbetween.
The third way in which QuO solves these problems
is by making the key design decisions of an object explicit, while allowing the e ort expended in this speci cation to be tailored to the desired level of adaptivity. The more design decisions that are exposed, the
more adaptive the resulting applications. To support
this spectrum of adaptivity, the QDL is really a collection of sublanguages which concentrate on di erent
system properties. QDL includes three sublangauges:
a contract description language (CDL) to describe the
contract between a client and an object in terms of
usage and QoS; structure description language (SDL)
which describes the internal structure of an objects implementation and amount of resources it requires; and
a resource description language (RDL) which describes
the available resources and their status. As QuO evolves
we anticipate the need for additional QDL sublanguages
handling aspects such as connection structure, con guration management, and optimization.
The fourth way in which QuO solves these problems is by providing a framework to greatly reduce
the programming e ort required to deal with system
properties. The programmer has to deal with highlevel abstractions involving system properties, which
can in many cases be reused. Many of the architectural
components are then automatically generated from the
high-level descriptions given by the programmer.

2.3 An Example

Throughout this paper, we will use a running example to illustrate the problems with handling system
issues and QuO's proposed solution. Our example application is based on a collaborative map which is part of
a distributed planning application running over a WAN.
As part of the example, the network is capable of reserving resources, but the end-user is charged for the
reservations to re ect the cost of providing the capacity at the expense of other users. The challenge for the
example is to make an adaptive application that can
use reservations wisely, based on the application's expected usage patterns, QoS requirements, and the user's
budget. Note that while this example focuses on performance issues, the QuO architecture is general enough to
handle other system properties, such as availability, security aspects, or real-time behavior, and other metrics
besides cost.
Our distributed planning application was built to
help create and execute logistics plans, such as for
quickly moving relief equipment to the site of an earthquake. Because of the wide variety of domain and locality information needed and the spectrum of very specialized expertises needed, no one person can create the
whole plan. The plan itself is represented by CORBA
objects which are distributed over a WAN. Each planner
is responsible for the content of some subset of the plan
objects. In order to resolve con icts, planners must collaborate with their peers, who are spread all over the
world. One of the tools the planners use to support
collaboration is a collaborative map subsystem.
A collaborative map is a geographic map overlaid
with icons. Each icon represents the status of one or
more domain objects which are being managed by the
plan and whose present location is known or can be
ascertained. For example, an icon could represent a
shipping container whose location moves over time and
whose color represents whether it is full or empty. The
icon is thus a local view for a remote CORBA object
which represents the shipping container, i.e. the icon's
graphical characteristics are representations of the attributes of the remote domain object. One map can
view and modify many di erent types of CORBA objects owned by di erent planners. When a planner
makes a change in a plan object, the icons are updated
on all the maps which are displaying a representation of
the object. Each map subscribes to the remote objects
which it is displaying in order to receive updates.
Subscription implies an on going association between
a remote object and a map. The desired system characteristics of that association dictate the kind of network resources which will be required. For example, if
many of the objects are changing quickly, a minimum
bandwidth is need to service the updates. If this bandwidth is not available, the application must change its
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behavior, such as ow controlling the updates, discarding some updates (e.g., every other one), or reserving
more resources. A common problem with applications
developed on LANs is that they do not address this
basic form of adaptability. When a such an application is elded on a WAN with restricted bandwidth,
the update queue over ows and it can literally crash or
pause inde nitely. Thus, the utility of these programs
becomes zero if this bandwidth requirement is not met.
Making the application adaptive softens this hard requirement.
Suppose that our map needs such a minimum bandwidth path to a remote object server and that reserving
resources will be used to met the requirement. A key
issue is when to establish a resource reservation and
when to tear it down. One simple policy to reduce the
cost of a resource reservation is to cancel the reservation when the application is idle. However, canceling
network resources must have no e ect on the functional
part of the application, namely the correct representation (state) for the remote map objects. For a simple
example, when a user leaves a workstation, the workstation detects that it is idle and turns on the screen
saver. When the user returns, she moves the mouse
and the screen quickly appears as if nothing happened.
Analogously, the network resource reservation could be
canceled and then reestablished when the user starts
working again.
Although it is trivial in its scope, implementing a
Network ScreenSaver policy will be used to illustrate
the dimensions of QuO and to show how the QuO architecture supports adding adaptive capabilities to an
application. This policy was chosen for the running
example, because it illustrates many of the problems
associated with handling system conditions and yet it
is easy to understand in isolation. The rest of the paper
will show how the QuO architecture address pragmatic
problems such as these: How are the complexities of
reservations hidden from the application? What happens if a reservation fails or is not available? How are
the policies associated with making a reservation speci ed? Can a group of objects be associated with one
reservation? Who is responsible for making the reservation code? Can the code dealing with system conditions
be reused for many objects?

example involving the implementation of a plan object
being used by a map client, and the times at which
various commitments are made:

3. QuO Design Part 1: Integrating
Knowledge of System Properties

In a traditional client/server architecture, system information is present in three independent places which
are dicult to reconcile: the client, the communications substrate, and the object. This tripartite division
is driven by functional layering, because the communication layer is a convenient interface between the client
and the server. However, if any kind of end-to-end QoS
is to be provided, then this disparate system information must be reconciled, and the issue is where is the
best place in which to do this.

A distributed program is a complex entity. It is
created from multiple components, with many design
decisions made about the construction, combination,
and behavior of these components. The information
on which these decisions are being made is provided by
di erent providers, at di erent times, and is being consumed by a number of consumers. Consider a simple
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 Object de nition time: the plan object's designer
commits to an IDL interface speci cation for the
attributes of a plan object such as its geographic
location.
 Object implementation time: the plan object's designer commits to a speci c algorithm to implement
the interface speci cation (e.g., it looks up the object's location in a relational database).
 Client implementation time: the map client's designer commits to a speci c behavior for what the
object is expected to perform (e.g., it must convert
from the geographic location to a pixel location on
the client's screen).
 Installation time: the system administrators commit to speci c implementations for the plan object
and map client. An alternate implementation of
the object or client may be installed without the
other knowing that it has changed, so long as the
object's interface remains the same.
 Run time: the user decides which plan objects to
view with the map client.

The previous example showed the di erent times at
which the functional properties of an object are bound.
However, its system properties must also be bound if
the client's expected usage pattern is to be met and if
the client and object are to be able to adapt to changing
system conditions. It helps a distributed application to
be adaptive if it can defer these binding decisions as
late as possible. For example, the client must specify
its expected usage patterns and the object must indicate whether it believes it can support the proposed
usage pattern. The client and the object must both
be informed when the environment changes so they
can change their expectations or behavior, for example, when resources are lost or congestion occurs. A
client must inform the object when its expected usage
patterns change. Similarly, an object must inform the
client when the usage pattern it can support (the QoS
it can deliver) changes.
3.1 Connections

One way is to have the communication network supply QoS guarantees and to support an external management information base (MIB) to assess whether or
not these guarantees are being met; an example is the
QoSockets package [12]. But this approach keeps the
system information separated and some external agent
must be used to integrate it. A second approach is to
have the client take responsibility for end-to-end QoS.
For example, current World Wide Web (WWW) architectures feature intelligent browsers managing system properties by prefetching, parallel image retrieval,
and caching. But a QoS architecture employing smart
clients would put a heavy burden on the client programmer, and we would expect there to be many more
inexperienced client programmers than object programmers. We provide a third alternative, which is to make
the object responsible for the end-to-end QoS. The object's knowledge of the system conditions is extended
and part of the object's implementation is moved into
the client's address space. We accomplish this by the
use of a layered stack of delegate objects to implement
the abstraction of a client-object connection with QoS.
Connections de ne a boundary where expected usage
pattern and QoS requirements between the client and
the objects can be agreed upon. In our example, the
connection is the place where the current throughput
is measured and client idleness is detected. All interaction between the client and the objects pass through
the connection. E ectively, the boundary between the
client and the remote object is moved into the clients
address space by using a delegate object. The client
will create these local delegate objects, which will in
turn bind to the remote object. The delegate objects
support the functional interface of the remote object,
and they forward the client's invocations to it. Delegate objects also provide an API for handling the system properties a ecting the client-object connection.
Having the connection boundary reside in the client's
address space is bene cial for two major reasons. First,
there is essentially no delay or congestion between the
client and the connection object. This is a major advantage; for example, with an external MIB there is essentially an additional layer of QoS between the client and
the MIB, and the MIB's job is further complicated since
it has to account for this layer. The second advantage
is that, for all practical purposes, the delegate object
will not fail independently of the client. It can, however, monitor the availability of the remote object and
of any replicas it has. These two advantages combined
allow the connection's knowledge of both the remote
object's implementation and the communication substrate which connects them to be exploited to provide
for better support for QoS and adaptivity. Employing
a connection is a heavyweight solution, when compared
to a local procedure call, but its costs are negligible
compared to a remote procedure call.

3.2 QoS Regions

System conditions will change over time. As a result
of this, the usage the client actually generates and the
QoS the object actually provides may diverge from their
expectations.
QuO handles this divergence by allowing the speci cation of two levels of system conditions, involving both
the client and the object. A negotiated region is a named
region de ned in terms of both client usage and object
QoS based on the system conditions within which they
will try to operate. A negotiated region is thus de ned
in terms of the expectations which both the client and
the object (via its delegate connection object) set. A
typical QuO object will support a number of negotiated regions. Within a given negotiated region there
may be many reality regions, which are named regions
de ned in terms of the actual client usage and object
QoS measured by the QuO runtime system.
QuO allows for the speci cation of handler routines
to be invoked in either the client or the object when
transitions occur between either negotiated or reality
regions. A handler for a reality region transition informs the client or connection object when measured
conditions change suciently; e.g., when its observed
behavior is not meeting its expectations. This allows
the client or connection object to either take compensatory action to try to operate within its expectations,
or to change those expectations. A negotiated region
handler informs the client or object when the negotiated
region has changed. Since this is a fairly heavyweight
operation, possibly involving reallocation of lower level
resources, QuO applications will normally try to adapt
using reality region handlers.
The negotiated (reality) regions may overlap, i.e., the
predicates involving the expected (measured) usage and
QoS can overlap between negotiated (reality) regions.
QuO allows for the speci cation of a precedence among
the regions, which is used to select the current region if
the predicate for more than one is true.
Figure 2 shows the ScreenSaver example's negotiated
and reality regions. This contract supports two negotiated regions, Allocated and Free. The Allocated region
is for the normal mode of operation, while Free is for
a mode where the client will be inactive for some period of time. The Free region could be entered because
either the client explicitly set its expected throughput
to zero (e.g., to indicate its user is going to lunch) or
by the QuO runtime system observing no trac from
the client over a reasonable length of time. While in
the Free region, the state and resources associated with
the remote object and the connection object will remain
allocated, but the resources which were previously allocated to support the delivery of invocations to the remote object may be recycled. The Allocated negotiated
region is where the client expects to generate a throughTHEORY AND PRACTICE OF OBJECT SYSTEMS|(1997) 7
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width is allocated, or it could perform the update
measured throughput and capacity are consistent with
later.
Normal:
the client's and the object's expectations. The InNormal:
2. Do less than expected. For example, the map client
sucient resources reality region is when the meacould discard some of the updates and
thus tolerate idlenes
Measured
>0
sured
throughput throughput
and capacity are inconsistent
with
lower delity in the representationMeasured
of the plan.
the client's and object's expectations. In this case,
throughput
<= max_invoc
3. Use an alternate mechanism with Measured
di erent system capacit
a Measured
handler in the connection
object would
be invoked
properties. For example, if the throughput goes
toMeasured
inform it that capacity
its capacity was
insucient.
The
>= the
max_invoc
above the allocated bandwidth then the updates
Client overlimit reality region is when
client is gencould be compressed before they are sent over the
erating
more
than
its
expected
throughout;
in
this
Measured
idleness
<=
max_idle
network. This uses less bandwidth at the cost of
case the client will be informed that it is exceeding
using
more processing cycles.
its expected usage. Reality region Client asleep denotes when the client was observed to have generated QuO provides mechanisms to supportExtra_resourc
all of these adapInsufficient_resources:
no throughput for some time (as measured by an idle- tivity schemes. A client and object (via its connection
ness detector). In this case, a client callback will set object) may be noti ed that the replyMeasured
for an outstand-capacit
itsMeasured
expected throughput
to
zero,
and
an
object
callback
ing
request
will
not
return
to
the
client
with the excapacity
will set its expected
capacity to <
zero.max_invoc
This change in pected QoS (e.g., within the expected delay). In some
expectations triggers a reevaluation of the negotiated cases, the client may be warned that, based on the reregion, which will change to Free. (Free is similar to cent history, any requests in the near future are unClient_overlimit:
Allocated, and a discussion of its parts is omitted for likely to be serviced with the expected
QoS. In either
Client_not_as
the sake of brevity.)
case, both the client and the object need to be noti ed
Measured throughput > max_invocso they can agree upon which of the above options to
choose. Also, in the last case, the client
and object need
to agree at runtime to change their Measured
behaviors. Thus,throug
3.3 Adaptivity Implies Multiple Behaviors
to allow distributed applications to adapt to changing
Client_asleep:
system conditions, the object designer and application
Distributed applications
need to adapt0to changing programmer must be able to deploy multiple implemenMeasured
system
properties. throughput
The ways in which=they
can adapt tations of a given functional unit, ones which implement
the same functional interface but with di erent runtime
include:
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behavior (e.g., with di erent design decisions trading o
communications bandwidth versus storage versus processing cycles). It also needs to have a way to specify
which implementations are best, or at least valid, under
which system conditions, and be able to dispatch the
best implementation at runtime for the current conditions.
The QuO architecture provides mechanisms to support all these options. The object and client can be
warned of a pending request whose expected QoS is not
being met using a reality region callback. They can be
made aware that a given QoS is unlikely by the negotiated region which they are presently in. And they can
change behaviors in two di erent ways. The rst is accomplished by explicitly calling di erent internal functions in di erent negotiated or reality regions. The second is by the object designer specifying alternate paths
through the connection object and the remote object
using SDL; e.g., to transparently compress the data in
the connection object and transparently uncompress it
at the remote object, before the invocation reached the
target method's body.
3.4 QuO Commitment Epochs

QuO supports object-oriented QoS in a way which
allows the application to adapt to changing system
properties. It allows the object designer and client programmer to defer binding decisions as late as possible.
QuO thus supports a number of binding times, which
we call commitment epochs. They are:
 De nition: de ne the type of connection using
QDL. Also de ne the structure of QuO regions, as
well as hooks to bind handlers to regions to e ect
di erent behaviors. Finally, de ne alternate paths
through the object's components (including marshaling and unmarshaling code) for the object, via
the SDL. In our example, the connection is bound
to the ScreenSaver system behavior at this time.
 Connection: create an instance of the connection
object, passing in parameters which bind the shape
of the structure de ned at de nition time (e.g.,
max invoc above). Bind to the remote object via a
particular communication substrate.
 Negotiation: agree upon expectations for client's
trac and object's QoS, i.e., choose the expected
bounds within which the client and object will attempt to operate within. In other words, decide
upon the agreed behavior. In our example, the
client can explicitly free the resources by setting
the expected throughput to zero. Alternately, the
QuO runtime can detect that the client is idle and
invoke a map client's callback, which could in turn
change its expected throughput.
 Invocation: measure actual client usage generated,
object QoS delivered, and failures; i.e., observe actual behavior. In our example, the throughput is

measured and, if the client is over its agreed upon
throughput limit, it can employ ow control to
shape its usage.

QuO integrates the information about assumed and actual system properties provided at these times and by
the various parties to provide the object-oriented QoS
it provides.

4. QuO Design Part 2: Reducing the
Variance in System Properties
Programs written using local objects|ones in the
client's address space|can assume a much simpler
model of system behavior than those using remote objects [40]. For example, the delay in delivering an invocation to a method's implementation and its reply back
to the client is negligible, and the throughput (invocations per second) is high. Thus, the base values of the
system properties are much better for local objects than
for remote ones.
The variance of these system properties is also negligible in the local case. While it is possible for a client's
host to get overloaded, such occurrences are relatively
rare now given the proliferation of inexpensive and powerful workstations and personal computers. Thus, resources on the client side are usually much more abundant than on the server side (the remote object) or in
the communications link between them. Not only is
the base value of the system properties higher for remote objects, the variance of these system properties is
also much higher than for local objects. Additionally,
local objects do not fail independently of their clients,
for all practical purposes, while remote ones can. This
is another (extreme) form of variance in system properties. Indeed, in our experience this higher variance
of the system properties of remote objects is generally
harder for programmers to deal with than worse base
values for the system properties. For example, if there
were little variance, programmers could easily deal with
higher delays, lower throughput, etc.; in fact, their programs might be structured much like those using local
objects. With current technologies, however, programmers using remote objects are forced to include substantial error handling code to deal with the great variance
in the system properties.
A goal of QuO is therefore not only to improve the
base value of a remote object's system properties, as
observed by the client, but also to reduce its variance.
It accomplishes this through the use of negotiated and
reality regions and also by layering internal delegate
and system condition objects. QuO applications can
adapt to some variance by the use of reality regions,
which bind di erent client behaviors (implementations)
to di erent system conditions. This allows the client
and object to adjust their behavior to keep the connection within its negotiated region of operation as long as
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possible, thus reducing variance. Further, QuO employs
multiple layered delegate objects on the client side, and
each layer is able to both mask out some variance of
system conditions as well as improve their base values
by employing the algorithms (implementations) most
appropriate for the current conditions.
4.1 Masking Variance with Layers of Delegates

Improving system conditions cannot be accomplished at a single time and place, since the systems
knowledge which is required to do this is available at
di erent times and in di erent places. Also, knowledge
of how best to use this information is distributed among
multiple partners. We layer the delegate objects in the
client's address
space with this in mind,
and an example
functional
system
is given in Figure 3.
interface
In thisinterface
gure, the delegates each
use their knowledge of the system information they possess to improve
FIG. 3. Masking System Properties
the system conditions seen by the layer above them by
Client
masking. Each layer exports a negotiated region to the
layer above. It uses various techniques (changing poli- particular way; e.g., to eliminate much application-level
cies, etc.) to mask any changing conditions and main- exception handling.
The object delegate can take advantage of the knowltain the QoS it provides to the layer above. When it
edge
of its di erent implementations to adapt to changcannot maintain the QoS corresponding to the current
ing
conditions
a useful QoS to the
negotiated region, it propagates this
information up- Normal while still providing
Degraded
Interrupted
client.
For
example,
in
the
gure,
the object delegate
ward via a handler indicating a change in reality rewill
automatically
use
compression
if
the bandwidth the
gion. Each party tries to adapt (by changing policies,
ORB
is
delivering
is
insucient
to
meet the client's
etc.) and if it cannot, it indicates a change in expecClient
needs;
it
will
trade
o
additional
CPU
cycles to maintations. This triggers a renegotiation of the negotiated Masking
tain
a
desired
bandwidth.
In
many
cases
this can be
region, because negotiated regions are de ned in terms
Delegate
done
transparently
to
the
client.
However,
while the
of the expectations of the client and object. The changbandwidth
of
a
compressed
region
may
be
the
same as
ing conditions which can be handled by this architecture
a
normal
one,
other
system
properties
such
as
the
delay
include changes in resource availability in the network
may
be
di
erent.
A
separate
negotiated
region
(comor on a host (which of course a Degraded
ects the QoS which Compressed
the
Failed
pressed) indicates itNormal
no longer expects
to be able to
object can deliver), changes in a client's usage pattern,
meet
the
conditions
for
the
normal
region.
But since
and the failure of an object.
the client delegate only makes throughput guarantees,
For example, in the gure, assume that the client it still remains in the normal region and the compresObject
knows it can wait an inde nite period of time for an Masking
sion is transparent to the client.
invocation to the object to complete, even if the obThe ORB delegate translates from CORBA system
Delegate
ject fails and must be restarted. This is indicated in exceptions and other system information available from
CDL, and the CDL code generator generates a client the ORB into QuO negotiated regions. In doing so, it
delegate object for the application to use. The applica- can take advantage of knowledge it has of the ORB's
tion invokes the functional methods on the client dele- implementation, since there is one ORB delegate class
gate, and the delegate passes this invocation down and created for each di erent ORB which QuO supports.
handles exceptional conditions resulting from this invoThe client, object, and ORB delegate objects are aucation. For example, if the remote object or the net- tomatically generated by the CDL code generator. At
ORB
work link to it fails, the client delegate will indicate connection
Masking
time the client passes in references to objects
that
the
invocation
has
been
interrupted
and
will
atto
handle
the
callbacks (e.g., to be noti ed of a change
Delegate
(simple
tempt to reestablish the link or create another instance
in thetranslation)
current reality region) as speci ed in the CDL.
of the object. Once this has been completed, it will pass It can optionally pass in one or more system condition
the invocation down again.
objects to be used by the delegate objects as speci ed
The client delegate is optional, and in many cases will in the CDL, e.g., for aggregation. If the client passes
not be used. It is available, however, for those clients in no condition object reference then the QuO runtime
who do wish to simplify their invocation semantics in a system will create one at connection time.

ORB
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4.2 Integrating System Knowledge from
Di erent Sources

Figure 4 shows how the QuO architecture integrates
knowledge from the di erent parties into one cohesive
framework. In this example, a functional interface
named inv is being extended to include system properties. This stack is set up when the client connects
to the remote object. The participants with di erent
systems knowledge are:
 Client designer: Knowledge of how to adapt to
changing reality and negotiated regions, given the
di erent usage patterns the client may generate, as
well as the di erent implementations with which it
can provide. Some of this knowledge can be encapsulated in the client delegate object, while the rest
is encapsulated in the client application's handlers,
which are kept
separate from the functional part ofsystem
functional
the code.
interface
 Object designer
: knowledge of the object's di er-interface FIG. 4. Delegate Object Layers
ent implementations,
as encapsulated
in the object
in, inout,
Exceptem properties closer to that of local objects. In this
delegate object.
out
params;
tions
scheme,
there are two ows of information: functional
 QuO designer: knowledge of how the ORB to which
and
system.
The functional ow passes on the client's
return
value
ClientQuO has been ported is implemented, as encapsufunctionalclient_callback
invocation, and also updates the appropriate
lated into the ORB delegate object.
system client_expectations
condition concerning this invocation (e.g., ones
 ORB designer: a very simple model of system conwhich
measure
client throughput). Some system inforditions, encapsulated into CORBA system excepmation propagates independently of the functional intions.
formation; for example, system condition objects which
 Operations sta : knowledge of resource availabildetect client idleness or use capacity information from
resource access permissions, administrative doinv
client_region
a network management system.
Clientity,
mains, etc., encapsulated
in the environment
deleclient_env_callback
gate objects.
A delegate
object is not one monolithic object with

env

Delegate

many attributes and code to implement the functional
client_env
The delegate objects support di erent standardized
Exceptions
and
systemobject_callback
translators, as implied by Figure 4. Logiinterfaces to facilitate the integration of the knowledge
delegate object acts as one object, but physifrom these varied sources. Each delegate object in the cally, the
object_expectations
cally
the
system
portion of the delegate is really implestack implements various interfaces. This includes the
mented
as
a
web
of sub-objects as shown in Figure 5.
functional interface, so that a client's invocations can be
Some
of
the
objects
implement the contract (region obpassed down towards the remote object. It also includes
Object
jects)
while
other
objects
represent system properties
a callback interfaceinv
based on the contract
of the deleobject_region
(system
condition
objects).
gate object below it, for use by reality and negotiated
Delegate
object_env_callback
region callbacks, as well as an expectations interface
Having separate system objects provides two main
which the lower delegate object can use to query the advantages. First the system objects can run indepenobject env
expectations of the layer above it. It implements
a ne- dently (asynchronous)
ORB_callback
Exceptions
to the functional part. For examgotiated region interface for use by the delegate object ple, while the functional part is blocked waiting for a reabove it; this interface indicates the current negotiated sponse,ORB_expectations
a system condition object which represents the
region of the delegate object. Finally, it implements an size of a response can be updated. The change in system
environment callback interface so it can be informed of condition could trigger an action, such as putting up a
changing environmental conditions.
dialog box asking if the size of the response is too big to
inv
ORB_regionsend across a WAN, given the current conditions. SecORB
ond, the ORB
aggregate
behavior
of a group of connections
callback
i env
4.3 i Complex Delegates with System Conditions
can
be
represented
by
sharing
a system condition. For
as First Class Objects
Delegate
of ob- env
Exceptions example, the measured throughput to a group ORB
In
the
preceding
discussion,
note
that
delegate
objects
can
be
tallied
by
using
one
system
condition
that i
forjects
invare translators. They translate from lower-level is updated whenever any object in the group is called.
system conditions with higher variance (and often worse The measured throughput for a group can be used to
base values) into more desirable system conditions with
ow control interactions to objects that share a common
lower variance (and often better base values), i.e. sys- resource such as a server process.

env

env

ORBi

inv
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Client
Object Ref

Callback

Value

Max_invoc
Max_idle

FIG. 5. Web of System Condition Objects for Implementing System Translators

Object
Note that the functional part CONTRACT
of a delegate cannot be
shared. The functional delegate represents the binding
Delegate
between the functional translator (e.g. a call to remote
(expanded)
object) and the system translator
(connection object).
Expected

tainer object indirectly. Also, the interface objects do
not haveAllocated
to be co-located with their container,
allowing
Normal
the interface to be spread over several devices.
The interface to the systemInsufficient
conditions areResources
described
Thus, the functional delegate must contain at least this in IDL and system condition instances can be local or
Throughput
binding in its state, i.e. at minimum
functional dele- distributed. For example, a system
condition
repClient
Overthat
Limit
gates
must
have
a
pointer
to
the
next
lower
delegate
resents
the
failure
status
of
a
remote
host
can
be
impleMyConnection
object and a pointer to its contractCapacity
object.
mented several ways, but would have
one IDL
interface.
Client
Asleep
One implementation could actively poll for remote staMyLower
The
structure of the web of system
objects is de ned tus, either on demand or periodically. Alternatively, the
Measured
using CDL. Speci cally, the CDL de nes the form of status object could be an interface to a remote status
the regions, predicates and systemCapacity
conditions that de- service that detects and disseminates device status.
ne the regions (Figure 2). The form of the contract
Because
system conditions can be updated asynFree
Throughput
only de nes slots for speci c types
of system condi- chronously
from a method invocationNormal
on the object,
tions. Binding these types to speci c instances happens there is the exibility to make a tradeo regarding how
Extra (at
Resources
at connection time. Thus, settingIdleness
up the connection much work should be done on demand
invocation
de nes the web of interconnected system objects. Con- time) and how much should be event driven (when a
Not
Sleeping
nection setup is a fairly heavyweight operation which is system condition changes). ForClient
example,
when
should
done once, before any invocation onIdle
the object. We Rate
ex- a predicate that de nes a region be updated? Only
pect the connection operation to be a more comprehen- when there is an method call? Or whenever a system
Timer
Detectorcondition used by the predicate changes? The system
siveORB
version of the current \bind"
operation or trader
lookup which is used to get a local reference to a remote conditions themselves de ne when to propagate changes
Delegate
object.
and when to cache them. For example, if system conditions propagate their change, this could cause a Reference
forward
Notice that the interface between the layers of dele- chain of events that changes the active regions and
calls
gatesnetwork
is really a collection of system condition objects a handler, independent of a call to the functional part
that are maintained (or contained) by one layer and of the delegate. Alternatively, whenKey
the delegate is System
inread by the other. Reads and callbacks are directed voked, the system conditions could backward chain until
Condition
at these interface objects and hence a ect their con- a cached value was found.

Object
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Aggregates can be grouped by objects, a set of methods, or even invocation on a single method. For example, all the methods that modify the object state could
be grouped as a \writers group." If the system condition for the expected throughput for the writers-group
were set to zero, then the usage of this object expected
in the near future would be considered read-only and
replication mechanisms optimizing for this case would
be employed to best service the readers of the object.

5. QuO Desisign Part 3: Exposing Key
Design Decisions
Large distributed systems developed by the DoD and
by others have grown to staggering levels of complexity.
To manage this complexity, large systems are built using layers of abstraction. Each layer provides services
to the client layers above it. Each abstraction provides
an interface which provides the service but hides the
details of the underlying implementation. While a new
implementation of an abstraction can replace an old
one, there is typically only one implementation of that
abstraction operating at any one time.
Unfortunately, a layered abstraction based on exposing only a functional interface, such as CORBA's IDL,
is not enough. Distributed systems are fundamentally
di erent than self-contained, stand-alone programs [40].
Because of the wide range of resources and usage patterns, a single implementation of a component cannot
provide everything needed by all possible clients. Fundamentally, the most appropriate design and implementation for a black box module cannot be determined
without knowledge of how the client intends to use the
module and the available resources. Looking at distributed application code, it is clear that handling system issues now dominates development. (In the past,
moving data structures across the network and providing graphical user interfaces (GUIs) dominated, but
now these problems have been greatly reduced by recent advances in commercial software such as CORBA
ORBs and GUI builders.)
The inadequacy of the functional-only interface approach has led to ad hoc work arounds, either through
programming between the lines [16] or by simply rewriting large parts of the module to tailor it to a speci c
environment. Programmers are acutely aware of the
target hardware, the type of network, and client usage
pattern. The resulting application is fragile and will
not perform adequately outside its intended environment. For example, one of our programmers spent one
month experimenting with 11 di erent caching schemes
for accessing collaborative map objects. Some of the implementations worked well over LANs but poorly over
WANs, and others worked well over WANs but unacceptably on LANs. However, in the end he was forced

to choose an implementation that worked tolerably on
both LANs and WANs. Because he was restricted to a
single implementation, he was forced to commit to one
speci c set of tradeo s, which may not be appropriate
for a di erent environment for the same application.
Open implementation (OI) techniques [14, 16, 18]
help augment the black box functional interface, allowing the designer of an object to expose key design decisions a ecting the object's performance and reliability.
An open implementation provides disciplined, objectoriented access to the implementation of the functional
abstraction. This allows the application developer to
alter the behavior of the application by choosing the
implementation of a component best suited to the application. The metadata which describe an implementation are speci ed separately from the functional aspects
of the implementation, so they can be changed more
easily. A meta-level architecture thus allows a system
to reason about itself and change its behavior based on
both the self-knowledge and of the current system properties. An object developed using OI techniques is more
general because it can handle a wider range of system
properties by supporting multiple implementations.
A monolithic, all-encompassing meta-level architecture would likely overwhelm a typical application programmer, who wishes that system issues would just go
away. Thus, to be practical, a meta-level architecture
needs a low barrier to entry, i.e. as the programmer
is willing and able to provide more metadata, the system becomes more adaptive. However, the programmer must understand that handling system properties
can not be completely automated, only simpli ed. Programmers must be aware of the tolerances of their application and make them explicit by supplying metadata.
The tradeo is how much metadata to supply.
The QuO architecture supports a wide spectrum
of adaptive techniques. QuO focuses on supplying
the metadata about system properties needed to make
adaptive systems. QuO does not o er (nor mandate)
speci c adaptive mechanisms; instead it o ers a framework to exploit the rich collections of existing pointsolutions. Some mechanisms exist in the QuO runtime
libraries, but these will expand and change over time.
QuO uses open implementation techniques to expose
metadata on an as-needed basis. The Quality Description Language (QDL) is really made of several independent sub-description languages that allow for the
structured speci cation of metadata about system properties. If all of QDL is used, the application should
fully support comprehensive adaptive applications with
multiple implementations. But not all description languages need to be speci ed; default policies or assumptions will be used if they are not. This allows the granularity of the adaptability to be tailored to the level of
e ort. For example, CORBA allows for a market in generalized \business objects" which, in order be e ective,
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must adapt to many di erent environments. Thus, we
would expect the experienced object programmers to
expend a lot of e ort describing metadata in order to
spare the client programmer the burden, because business objects will be judged by how well they adapt.
QDL uses three description languages to expose system conditions, with more coming in the future as QuO
evolves. We describe them in the following paragraphs,
and in doing so give examples of the level of adaptivity
which can be achieved with the amount of metadata
which the given description language provides.
QuO's Contract Description Language (CDL) de nes
the expected usage patterns and QoS requirements for
a connection to an object. As described in a previous
section, the contract de nes regions of system conditions and allows actions to take place when the region
changes. At connection time CDL can be used to help
bind to the most appropriate object, using the speci ed
expected usage patterns and QoS requirement used to
select the policy to nd the object. This augments current CORBA bind mechanisms and envisioned trader
services [28]. At invocation time, the reality regions
can be used to dispatch to di erent behaviors (implementations) in the object delegate based on the current
measured conditions. Also, handlers speci ed in CDL
can be programmed to be called when the contract detects a change in the current region. These handlers
can clean up problems both synchronously and asynchronously with calls to the object.
Resource Description Language (RDL) abstracts the
physical resources used by the object. These abstract
resources can be bound to real devices at run time. The
QuO runtime thus models use of resources that the application is running over along with their current status. At connection time, this resource model helps to
choose the most appropriate resource binding for an object. The policies can be based on the current status of
groups of resources instead of just general policies, such
as \optimize for low network trac." For example, a
policy might be to bind to the server with the highest
capacity, based on CPU type, load average, and network
capacity. At invocation time, the status of resources can
be used to route the message to the best active server.
Structure Description Language (SDL) de nes the
internal structure of an object and how it consumes
resources. SDL is a data ow description of the internal processing, communication, and object state. Each
method would have its own SDL description. For example, some methods may not change the objects state
while other only write it. The placement of a method's
implementations relative to the object state it accesses
is exible, allowing the object's state to migrate between the object an client address space, or anywhere
inbetween.
In conclusion, QuO supports a large spectrum of
adaptive techniques. QuO \opens up" a distributed
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object's implementation by using QDL to specify metadata about system properties. In order to create distributed applications which are not fragile, programmers must address system issues. QuO o ers a low barrier to entry by allowing the programmer to specify only
the metadata judged to be worth the e ort in the current round of development. The more metadata that is
speci ed, the more adaptive the distributed application.
In order to make handling system properties tractable,
QuO depends on \reusing" system knowledge, which is
the topic of the next section.

6. QuO Design Part 4: Supporting Code
Reuse and Generation
The QuO architecture described in previous sections
supports the development of applications which are
adaptive and exhibit more predictable behavior. However, these tangible bene ts will in practice never be
realized if it requires substantial additional coding. Indeed, many software projects today are over budget and
late when trying to deliver just one implementation of
each component, so the thought of having to worry
about system properties and provide multiple implementations seems excessive.
However, programmers do have to deal with system
properties if their programs are to work across the wide
area. The issues are how much e ort it takes to handle
them, and can this e ort be amortized across multiple
projects or con gurations through reuse. Also, it is not
necessary to make all objects adaptive, only the critical
ones, much as experienced programmers tuning a program's performance rst observe which pieces are the
bottlenecks and then spend time reimplementing only
those few. Further, additional implementations can be
added later after the new uses are identi ed and after the value of the application has been proven. It
is this knowledge that we can evolve the implementation where necessary which allows us to de-emphasize
the initial implementation choice, especially for rapid
prototyping disciplines.
The issue of which system property de nition or implementation to use may be a hard one for programmers
to deal with. Indeed, a whole sub eld of the networking
community has protracted debates about which algorithm should de ne a given system property's measurement and how to translate metrics, so even an experienced programmer who is not part of this community
may be baed by the seemingly endless debates. Further, there is no CORBA standard for instrumentation,
so the programmer can nd no guidance here. QuO
helps this dilemma by providing a collection of implementations of system properties. QuO is extensible and
does not mandate any particular algorithm for a given
system condition. We anticipate in some cases providing more than one choice for a given system property,

albeit with di erent characteristics (e.g., for measuring
throughput both leaky token and recursive lter algorithms are provided).
QuO supports the reuse and automatic generation
of much of the code involved with a given application
to reduce the burden of handling system properties to
the programmer. This is conceptually similar to using
IDL for functional interfaces. In this section we discuss
the di erent ways in which QuO supports these practical software engineering and software management issues, organized by development cycle times from the
programmer's perspective. We show the steps a programmer goes through to use QuO, highlighting at each
step what can be reused, what will be generated by
QuO, and what the programmer must write. We will
use the ScreenSaver contract shown in Figure 2. The
result of these steps will be the creation of the objects
for this contract, shown in Figure 5, as well as the client
which uses them.
6.1 Overall Development Process

code that uses the client-side proxy code and compiles
it to make a runtime client.
QuO allows for a new role of QoS designer who designs custom QuO connections and system condition
objects. System conditions are developed like any other
CORBA object and capture the QoS designer measurement expertise. Connections are speci ed in QDL and
a code generator is used to make the region code and
delegate stubs. To support adaptive code the client
designer must add functionality to the callback stubs
and the object designer must add adaptive behavior
to the delegate stubs. These generated stubs can be
used without modi cation, but the resulting application will only be QoS aware and will not adapt, e.g. the
throughput will be measured and changes detected, but
no action will be taken when the change occurs. Both
system conditions and connections are independent of
the functional parts of the code. Hence, we expect QoS
designers to create libraries of this code and make them
available to the object and client designers Client
to add to
Client
their
applications.
Edit
Code
Functionality

QuO adds steps to the CORBA development process 6.2 Developing a Contract
Callback
Callback
Callback
and de nes a new role for a QoS designer
(Figure 6).
Edit
Codefor
Stubs
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process, the
Code-Gen
object designer System
de nes an IDL interface for an object the client's callback and expectations objects, such as
and uses a code
generator to make object stubs and the client callback and client expectations in FigEdit
Conditions
client-side proxy IDL
code. The object designer adds the ure 7. The former is what will be used to receive noobject functionality to the object stubsSys
andCond
compiles it Measurement
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Edit
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FIG. 6. CORBA and QuO Development Process
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The QoS designer writes the CDL for the contract.
Figure 7 gives the CDL for the negotiated regions for
the ScreenSaver contract, and Figure 8 gives the CDL
for the reality regions of one of its negotiated regions.
Note that nothing in this CDL is speci c to a particular
CORBA interface, so it may be reused with objects of
other (functional) types. The function interface is dened by the object designer and is needed to generate
the delegate.
6.3 Generate Delegate and System Objects

The QoS designer runs the CDL code generator
to generate the objects in Figure 5. The delegate objects deal with getting the invocation from the object
delegate to the remote delegate, while the objects to
the right of the delegates deal with implementing the
contract governing this client-object connection. The
object designer adds adaptive behavior to the delegate
stubs.
6.4 Implement Client's API for Contract

The Client Developer writes the implementations of
the client callback and client expectations objects
to handle negotiation time issues. In many cases where
an existing contract can be reused there will be multiple
versions of the client callback implementations which
are candidates for reuse; each implementation would
implement a di erent policy. The client expectations
object is very simple and is often little more than one
CORBA attribute (one read and write method to set
and read a value) for each condition in a client's expectations clauses in the CDL.
6.5 Write Client

The client designer must write code that interfaces
to the delegate object at connection time and invocation time. Note that the QuO API that the client
uses consists of the CORBA IDL language mappings
(e.g., IDL to C++) to three IDL interfaces speci ed in
the QDL: functional interface, client callback, and
client expectations.
The client designer writes code to call the connection manager, which will create instances of the delegate, contract, and system condition objects shown in
Figure 5. The ORB delegate will also bind to the best
implementation of the remote object using the knowledge at hand. The policies which choose the best implementation when setting up the connection can be
reused and in some cases provided by QuO. These policies can make their decisions using any structural information provided by the programmer, and using information about the status of remote resources which QuO
provides. Indeed, the policy which chooses the best re16 THEORY AND PRACTICE OF OBJECT SYSTEMS|(1997)

mote object to connect to can itself be chosen based
on the kind of structural information provided by the
programmer.
The connection manager is passed pointers to
the binding arguments, the client's arguments that
shape the contract (e.g., max invoc in the ScreenSaver contract), and the client expectations and
client callback objects. The connection manager returns a pointer to the top-level delegate. It also returns
(via reference arguments) a pointer to the object's expectations object (should the client need to query it)
and a hook to allow the client to force an evaluation of
the regions independent of an invocation to the object.
The client designer use the pointer to invoke a
method on the remote object. It is used exactly as a
CORBA client uses the pointer to the local proxy object
returned by Orbix's bind(), for example, or as a C++
program uses a pointer to a (local) object returned by
the new keyword.

7. Related Work
A few e orts have recently begun to bring QoS concepts to the CORBA layer. The ODP Trader architecture provides a means to o er a service and to discover
a service which has been o ered [28]. It does have the
concept of a \property" which might be used to specify non-functional characteristics of the service being
o ered. However, the properties are not de ned but
rather are general placeholders. Further, the Trader
architecture seems to be intended not for direct implementation but as a general reference architecture with
which to create more detailed standards.
One such specialization is the TINA e ort [21].
TINA is an ongoing e ort by telecommunications
providers and computer vendors to enable the rapid deployment of telecommunication services, with a focus
on real-time multimedia applications. It does involve a
contract specifying both the client's usage and the object's QoS provided. However, the set of system properties on which the contract is based is limited. Further, it
is not adaptive. QuO permits the speci cation of multiple regions of operation for a contract, both negotiated and reality regions. QuO provides this because we
long ago realized that for current and foreseeable widearea distributed applications contracts will inevitably
be broken, and it is important to provide an orderly
way for the application to handle this. TINA has no
such provisions for adapting to the breaking of a contract. While this is probably a very good assumption
and a proper optimization for a video server delivering
a movie a few miles over ATM, it is a poor assumption
over wide-area and mobile environments.
The open implementation idea is an outgrowth of
research in the meta-object protocols (MOPs), which
is part of the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS).

// Forward declarations for classes used in the connection's parameters.

interface ScreenSaver client callback
interface ScreenSaver negotiated region
interface ScreenSaver client expectations
contract ScreenSaver(
// 3 Parameters required for every QDL connection
in ScreenSaver client callback cl call, // for client callback
in ScreenSaver client expectations cl exp, //for client expectations
out ScreenSaver object expectations ob exp, // for object expectations
// Parameters specific to this connection, which can be used
// in predicates for negotiated and reality regions.
,
max idle
max invoc

)

m p s in double
sec
in double
is
client callback interface ScreenSaver client callback
object callback interface ScreenSaver object callback
client expectations interface ScreenSaver client expectations
object expectations interface ScreenSaver object expectations
negotiated regions are
Allocated:

when cl exp.throughput > 0 m p s and
when cl exp.throughput <= max invoc m p s and
when ob exp.capacity >= max invoc m p s

Free:

when cl exp.throughput == 0 m p s and
when ob exp.capacity == 0 m p s
transition callbacks are
Allocated -> Free:

obj call->client asleep()
Free -> Allocated:
obj call->client awake()
cl calll->now allocated()
end transition callbacks

end negotiated regions
reality regions for Allocated are separate
reality regions for Free are separate
end contract ScreenSaver
FIG. 7. CDL for ScreenSaver Negotiated Regions

CLOS is an object oriented language implemented in
terms of meta-objects and protocols between them. A
programmer can extend the behavior of the language
by providing his own meta-classes. The MOP approach is now being applied in more general contexts
[14, 17, 16, 22, 3, 4, 26, 18]. Application areas include
fault tolerance [11], distributed objects [9], and operating systems [17]. Aspect-Oriented Programming is a
next-generation Open Implementation approach where
programmers can describe a system's aspects of concern
(akin to what we call system properties) in a way in
which they can be formally reasoned about, and then
have them combined (woven in) with the functional
code by a compiler called an AspectWeaverTM [41].
Adaptive Programming splits an object-oriented program into two parts, the functional and a class graph
describing the structure of the containment relationships [23, 30]. This separation helps a program be more
evolvable because it greatly reduces the e ort involved

in reprogramming changes in the classes contained by
a given object, for example due to re nement or redesign. This can be viewed in open implementation
terms because its separate class graphs are independent from the functional part of the program, and it
o ers a principled and controlled view into containment
issues without violating encapsulation. Adaptive Programming techniques are used in the Demeter toolkit
[24, 25].

8. Conclusions and Future Research
Distributed applications must become adaptable to
cope with system properties which are far from desirable and which vary greatly over time, if they are to
be acceptable for mission critical use and cost e ectively evolve. QuO develops a cohesive framework for
constructing adaptable applications by introducing the
concepts for quality of service for object access, and by
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF OBJECT SYSTEMS|(1997) 17

separate reality regions for ScreenSaver::Allocated are
Normal:
when QuO condition.measured throughput > 0 m p s and
when QuO condition.measured throughput <= max invoc m p s and
when QuO condition.measured capacity >= max invoc m p s and
when QuO condition.measured idleness <= max idle secs
Insufficient resources:

when QuO condition.measured capacity < max invoc m p s

Client overlimit:

when QuO condition.measured throughput >

max invoc

Client asleep:

mps

when QuO condition.measured idleness > max idle sec

// precedences tell which reality regions are chosen if
// more than one predicate is true
Normal, Client asleep, Client overlimit, No resources

precedence
transitions callbacks are

Normal -> Insufficient resources:
// Warn the client that there isn't enough capacity
// even though we're in negotiated region Allocated
// and thus there is supposed to be capacity.
cl call->warn no resources()
// Tell object to allocate capacity (or lower expectations)
obj call->allocate capacity(max invoc)

Insufficient resources -> Normal:
// Let client know that it can proceed
cl call->warn enough resources()

any -> Client overlimit:

// Inform client it is exceeding its negotiated promise
cl call->warn overlimit(max invoc)

any -> Client asleep:

// Let both the object and the client know that the client
// has gone asleep. One or both may reset their
// expectations (e.g., the client's throughput or the
// object's capacity), which could cause a renegotiation.
cl call -> warn sleeping()
obj call -> client asleep()

end transition callbacks
end separate reality regions for

ScreenSaver::Allocated

FIG. 8. CDL for ScreenSaver Negotiated Regions

providing the mechanisms which can be used to integrate these concepts into emerging applications. The
initial focus of this work has been on adapting to and
managing network communication resources. However,
the approach taken also lends itself to a broader definition of quality of service which incorporates other
system properties such as fault tolerance, security, and
end to end performance. The QuO concept integrates
the currently dispersed knowledge about system properties into a cohesive framework, so that both the base
value and the variance in these system properties can be
improved. This is accomplished using techniques from
traditional operating systems concepts where the runtime software is used to provide an easier to use and
more manageable abstract resource than is provided by
the existing infrastructure. To maximize the utility and
widespread use for immediately applying these results,
we have chosen the leading commercially available stan18 THEORY AND PRACTICE OF OBJECT SYSTEMS|(1997)

dards based distributed object computing environment
as context for the work.
The QuO architecture presented in this paper is a
work in progress. We have prototyped many of the components of the QuO architecture, and are currently in
the middle of developing a full prototype implementation. This will include the QDL code generator (with
CDL fully implemented), a collection of system condition objects, tools for tracing the invocation patterns of
clients, and other components. We believe it is important to provide early, widespread access to these intermediate results in keeping with the best-practices approach to successful research and development activities. Since the concepts being prototyped are based on
a number of prior projects which have experienced and
dealt with these problems in isolation, we are very condent of the overall approach. The main points of the
prototyping activity are to assess the t of these ideas

within the evolving CORBA standards in general, and
the particular CORBA ORB and language products in
particular, and to obtain engineering estimates of the
cost and appropriate granularity of these mechanisms
in a current but modern computing environment.
The information about the existing and expected system properties for distributed objects provides a rich
base of information. This can help a distributed application be con gured to run under di erent system
properties much more easily than if this information
were absent or, worse, dispersed throughout the code
and the system. This paper just scratches the surface
of how di erent implementations can be deployed at
runtime to help the application cope with changing resource availability and partial failures. Our rst goal
was to put in place the \plumbing" and the concepts
needed to organize, acquire, and utilize this information
at the various times and from the various participants
in the software life cycle where they are most pertinent.
QuO today does this. In the future we hope to develop
a family of QDL languages with both di erent levels
of detail hidden from the programmer and also with
domain-speci c features. Finally, we hope to broaden
the scope of the QoS which QuO o ers from communications QoS to include security, partial failures, and
other types of system properties.
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